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Juba Dance & Finale (from Symphony No. 1)

Florence Price
(1887-1953)

Juba Dance: Allegro
Finale: Presto

El amor brujo (1925 version) *

Manuel de Falla
(1876-1946)

Introducción y escena (Introduction and Scene)
En la Cueva—La noche (In the Cave—Night)
Cancíón del amor dolido (Song of a Broken Heart)
El aparecido (The Apparition)
Danza del terror (Dance of Terror)
El círculo mágico (The Magic Circle)
A medianoche—Los sortilegios (At Midnight—The Spells)
Danza ritual del fuego (Ritual Fire Dance)
Escena (Scene)
Canción del fuego fatuo (Song of the Will-o’-the-Wisp)
Pantomima (Pantomime)
Danza del juego de amor (Dance of the Game of Love)
Final—Las campanas del amanecer (Finale—Bells of Dawn)
Ann McMahon Quintero, mezzo-soprano
Yosi Karahashi, flamenco dancer
Artistic Director, Yosi Karahashi Flamenco
Dancers: Ana Arpi Ayvazian, Michalina Bajda-Pawlikowska, Wendy Caplan,
Doris Deltell Domingo, Collette Gagnos, Carolina Lyon De Ana, Kumi Okabe,
Ana Pereira, Circe Rowan, John Smathers

INTERMISSION

Full Circle (world premiere)

Jake Gunnar Walsh & Devin Ferreira
(b. 1993; 1988)
Musicians from Camp Harbor View, led by Devin Ferreira
Dancers from Camp Harbor View, led by Chanel “Ms. 5678” Thompson
Projection mapping and visual animation by MASARY Studios
Generously supported by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts

Choucoune (world premiere)

Anthony R. Green
Castle of our Skins:

Mina Lavcheva, violin
Carmen Johnson-Pájaro, violin
Ashleigh Gordon, viola
Francesca McNeely, cello

Members of the Dudamel Orchestra
Conservatory Lab Charter School
Tess Plotkin, Director of El Sistema
JAE
Jean Appolon, Director and Choreographer

Papa Loko (world premiere)

Traditional
orch. Gonzalo Grau

JAE
Jean Appolon, Director and Choreographer

‘Dance of the Hours’ from La Gioconda *

Amilcare Ponchielli
(1834-1886)

Boston Ballet II
Peter Stark, Associate Director

Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 *

Franz Liszt
(1811-1886)
orch. Müller-Berghaus
Projected visuals directed by Maria Finkelmeier of MASARY Studios

* Repertoire championed by Arthur Fiedler (1894-1979)
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90 YEARS OF FREE CONCERTS AT THE HATCH SHELL!
A PROUD BOSTON LEGACY AND TRADITION
Dear Concertgoers,
When it comes to celebrating the towering legacy of Maestro Arthur Fiedler, it is hard to
know just where to begin. There is so much to say about his legendary musicianship, his
brilliant conducting career with the Boston Pops, and his lasting impact on music in the
United States and the world. For Boston Landmarks Orchestra, we must begin right here
on the Esplanade 90 years ago in 1929, when Arthur Fiedler started a proud and lasting
tradition of free orchestral concerts performed by professional musicians at the Hatch
Shell on the banks of the Charles River. We look just across Storrow Drive from where we
are sitting to see the Arthur Fiedler Footbridge that leads to this special, some would even
say sacred space. And though Fiedler died 40 years ago this year, we’re thrilled that his
spirit is always with us in the form of inspiration, and—literally—in the magnificent stone
bust highlighting his iconic profile and that sits just behind us on the Esplanade looking
out over the river.
President Jimmy Carter said that Fiedler “knew how to take music seriously without taking
the fun out of it, and he shared that gift with all of us.” Leonard Bernstein said that Fiedler
“was probably the most popular single conductor in the world. He will be sorely missed . . .
for his generous and ebullient nature, his integrity, and his inspiring energy. He was
unique and irreplaceable.”
In addition to all of these things, Arthur Fiedler had, in the words of former long-time
Boston Globe classical music critic Richard Dyer, “an evangelical zeal to make concert
music available to people who might not otherwise be able to hear it in live performance.”
It is for this reason that we proudly celebrate this important anniversary throughout our
2019 season, and at our 2019 Gala on October 22, 2019. And we strive every day to keep
Arthur Fiedler’s Hatch Shell legacy alive.
During each Boston Landmarks Orchestra concert week this season, you will hear
musical selections that were among Fiedler’s favorites. These pieces will be highlighted
on the program page with an asterisk signifying repertoire championed by Arthur Fiedler
(1894-1979). Many of these works are staples of the pops and light classical repertoire
(Dance of the Hours), some are by composers closely associated with Fiedler (the works
of Leroy Anderson), and quite a few were performed here at the Hatch Shell as early as
the first season in 1929 (selections from Show Boat).
On a final note, Boston Landmarks Orchestra is especially proud of and grateful to the
Vice Chair of our Board of Trustees, Arthur Fiedler’s son Peter Fiedler, for supporting our
work and believing in us.
Thank you all for joining us this evening, and thank you for supporting our free concerts.
We hope to see you every Wednesday night!
Sincerely,
Jo Frances Meyer
Executive Director

The BOSTON LANDMARKS ORCHESTRA performs free outdoor concerts in
Boston throughout the summer, delighting thousands on a weekly basis. The
Orchestra—made up of some of Boston’s most accomplished professional
musicians—uses great symphonic music as a means of gathering together
people of all backgrounds and ages in joyful collaboration. It regularly
collaborates with a range of cultural and social service organizations to ensure
participation across ethnic, economic, and cultural divides. The Orchestra is
committed to BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS to access for people with
disabilities. It offers braille, large-print, and text-to-speech programs, assisted
listening devices, and ambassadors to greet and assist audience members. It
works with American Sign Language interpreters as performers at select
concerts.
CHRISTOPHER WILKINS was appointed Music Director of the Boston
Landmarks Orchestra in 2011. Since then he has reaffirmed founder Charles
Ansbacher’s vision of making great music accessible to the whole community,
emphasizing inclusive programming and collaborative work. Mr. Wilkins also
serves as Music Director of the Akron Symphony. As guest conductor, he has
appeared with many of the leading orchestras of the U.S. and abroad.
Previously he served as Music Director of the San Antonio Symphony and the
Colorado Springs Symphony. Born in Boston, he earned his bachelor's
degree from Harvard in 1978 and his master’s from the Yale School of Music
in 1981. As an oboist, he performed with many Boston area ensembles
including the Tanglewood Music Center, and the Boston Philharmonic under
Benjamin Zander.
From her early days as an instrumentalist, chorister and dancer, ANN McMAHON
QUINTERO has evolved into a mezzo-soprano who enjoys a career on the
operatic and concert stage. Her rich voice has been praised for "warm, honeyed
tones" (Baltimore Sun) and for "fully nuanced" portrayals of characters ranging
from Verdi's Amneris, Azucena, and Mistress Quickly to the Old Lady in Candide.
Her operatic appearances have included performances with Santa Fe Opera,
Arizona Opera, Portland Opera, Austin Lyric Opera, Palm Beach Opera, the
Spoleto Festival, Boston Lyric Opera, Virginia Opera, Opera Delaware, Teatro alla
Scala, Opéra de Lusanne, Annapolis Opera, Musica Viva Hong Kong, Opéra
Royal de Wallonie, Washington National Opera and Boston Baroque, among
others. Nationwide engagements with The Defiant Requiem Foundation
performing Hours of Freedom: The Story of the Terezín Composer and the Verdi
Requiem have brought Ms. Quintero to Chicago, Detroit, New York's Lincoln
Center and Carnegie Hall, and Boston Symphony Hall. She has also recorded
Mahler’s Symphony No. 8 under the direction of Maestro JoAnn Falletta with the
Virginia Arts Festival.
YOSI KARAHASHI left Japan to fulfill her dream of studying flamenco and ended
up staying in Spain for 16 years, studying at the legendary flamenco school Amor
de Dios in Madrid. She started her professional career performing in many tablaos
around the world. Yosi moved to Boston in 2012, and since then has collaborated
with many participants of the Greater Boston dance scene, such as The Dance
Complex, The Boston Foundation, The New England Conservatory, Deborah
Mason School of Dance, José Mateo Dance Theatre, Peter DiMuro's company,

and Celebrity Series of Boston. Internationally she was invited as a special guest
artist at Orford Music Festival in Canada in 2018. She also acted as artistic adviser
and choreographer for skaters on the Theater on Ice in Boston especially for an
international contest in France 2019 (in which they got silver). As well as being
trained in pure flamenco, Yosi has developed a very personal dance style around
fusion of flamenco with other types of dance, including pop and Japanese
traditional music, which was showcased when she was invited to the CATALYSTS
intensive eight-month residency program by the Dance Complex during its 25th
anniversary year. Yosi firmly believes that Flamenco is not just a dance, but a way
of life, that there should be no limits for expression and it should be shared with
everybody. With this in mind, she started to use sign language in her Flamenco
performances. For Yosi the art of flamenco is a way to communicate. Yosi founded
Flamenco Therapy, a non-profit organization dedicated to bringing flamenco to
those who need it the most: the elderly, the sick, and children who cannot access
music and dance themselves. She also brings flamenco to dancers over 65 or with
limited mobility at the age-friendly dance class with Kara Fili at the Dance Complex
and Citywide Cambridge Senior Center which provides "silver citizens" (as a
person over the age of 65 with a wide range of emotional, physical, and learning
disabilities) a specialized, fun, and engaging flamenco experience.
BOSTON BALLET II (BBII) is the second company program-in-residence at
Boston Ballet, under the direction of Artistic Director Mikko Nissinen and Peter
Stark, Associate Director of Boston Ballet II. Members of BBII are young dancers
of outstanding ability, ages 16–21, who are challenged to improve artistically and
technically, so they may reach their full potential. The two-year program bridges
the divide between the final year of schooling and professional careers with major
dance companies and offers dancers a full range of performance opportunities to
further skill development as artists. BBII members gain professional experience
and train with Stark, Nissinen, and Boston Ballet artistic staff, as well as guest
choreographers, stagers, and directors from distinguished American and
international companies. A major part of their performance education is
understudying and appearing regularly on stage with Boston Ballet. BBII also
performs its own repertoire throughout the Greater Boston community. BBII
members have gone on to professional dance careers in numerous American and
international companies, including The Royal Ballet of London,
Netherlands Dans Theater, and American Ballet Theatre. Additionally, BBII alumni
fill Boston Ballet’s ranks; in the current season, 37% of the Company dancers are
former BBII members.
CAMP HARBOR VIEW helps underserved youth in Boston envision new pathways
to success by providing life-shaping experiences at a critical time in their lives. This
is done through an exceptional summer camp experience, followed by year-long
programming for campers and their families. Once accepted into the program,
campers attend one of two four-week long summer sessions on Long Island in
Boston Harbor and have limitless access to year-round programming and social
work services at a year-round facility in Roxbury. Camp Harbor View is offered at a
minimal charge of $5 per family for unlimited access into the program.
CHANEL THOMPSON (aka Ms.5678) is a Choreographer for “Dance Central” VR
& Xbox Kinect videogames from Harmonix Music Systems. She is the Creative

Director and dancer for artists with N.O.R.E., Marcela Cruz, MkX, Jyshoun, Rhea
Dummet, 2019 Hubweek, Boston Center for the Arts, performers at Madison
Square Garden, BB Kings, SXSW, Boston's own Paramount, and Brighton Music
Hall, to name a few. She is also Founder and Producer for the Dancers Report
Podcast and artist development company Performancebuild, teaching creative
movement/dance in various locations with Boston Mobile Dance Studio, Berklee,
Boston Public Health Commission, and Meridian Academy. Follow her on
Instagram @ms5678dancersreport or visit
https://ms5678dancersrepor.wixsite.com/ms5678dancersreport.
Founded in 2013, CASTLE OF OUR SKINS is a concert and education series
dedicated to celebrating Black artistry through music. Through educational
workshops, collaborations, interactive concert productions, and other
events, Castle of our Skins is increasing the well-deserved and much-needed
recognition of Black composers and musicians throughout the diaspora and
throughout history. At the heart of what we do is a desire to foster cultural curiosity,
inspire through cultural representation, and recognize voices forgotten or
underappreciated in Classical music and culture, past and present. Be curious
about culture with us. Learn more, get involved, and join us on our
journey. www.CastleSkins.org
Founded in 1999 by Rhoda Bernard, Lyle Davidson, Larry Scripp, and Mary Street,
CONSERVATORY LAB CHARTER SCHOOL opened its doors with a mission to
shape lives through a music-rich education. The School promised to “provide an
opportunity for inner city school children to achieve the highest standards of
academic achievement in the context of continuous and comprehensive study of
music.” At the heart of our unique mission lies the belief that every child has the
ability to strive for and achieve excellence, to contribute to the broader community,
and to learn to experience and express music deeply. Eighteen years later, the
school has evolved into a pioneer Boston public charter school with an innovative
model and curriculum that schools across the nation seek to learn from and
replicate.
JEAN APPOLON EXPRESSIONS (JAE) celebrates and advances Haitian folkloric
dance by building a contemporary cultural community that produces professional
performances, educational opportunities, and dance training for people of all ages,
abilities, and backgrounds. Based in Boston and directed by Jean Appolon, the
nonprofit, professional company conducts performances, community classes and
educational workshops, with the goal of using dance and dialogue to promote
healthy communities. The Haitian contemporary dance company combines
Modern technique and Haitian folkloric dance, bringing a new artistic vernacular to
its audiences. The company has been fortunate to share the stage with celebrities
such as Danny Glover, Henry Louis Gates and Edwidge Danticat, and to
collaborate with community partners around the greater Boston area. Since 2006,
Jean Appolon has conducted a successful annual Summer Dance Institute in Portau-Prince, Haiti. The Institute targets young Haitians who lack financial resources
and have limited access to dance education.

PODIUM NOTE
Dance Night is an annual tradition for the Boston Landmarks Orchestra,
and for good reason. Programs featuring dance groups provide an
opportunity to showcase the depth of talent that runs through Boston’s
diverse cultural communities. In recent seasons, dance collaborations
have represented traditions from West Africa, Armenia, Colombia, Cuba,
Ireland, Korea, Puerto Rico, Syria, and Venezuela.
Johannes Brahms was still a teenager in Hamburg when he met the
exiled Hungarian violinist Ede Reményi. Reményi had been active in the
Hungarian Revolution of 1848, and came to Hamburg in 1851 to evade
capture by the Habsburg military authorities. He soon fled to the United
States, returning to Hamburg in 1853. There, he invited Brahms to serve
as his piano accompanist on a European tour. It was Brahms’ first
extended trip outside of his native city. While touring in Weimar, Brahms
played for the most famous of all Hungarian musicians, Franz Liszt. Liszt
then returned the favor, reading Brahms’ Scherzo Op. 4 at sight. In
Hanover, Brahms met Joseph Joachim, who arranged for Brahms to pay
a visit to Robert and Clara Schumann, a visit that changed the course of
his career and his life.
Making music with Reményi provided Brahms with his first exposure to
Hungarian folk music, including the well-known dance style known as the
csárdás. He became adept at playing many popular Hungarian pieces at
the piano, frequently entertaining friends with them “à la Hongroise.” In
1869, he made some of his Hungarian Dances available for amateurs to
play at home, arranging them for piano four-hands (two pianists, one
piano). Two players sitting side by side can make a grander sound than
one pianist, to be sure. But there is also a built-in social element wholly
appropriate to the spirit of this music. Brahms described his arrangements
as “perhaps the most practical [pieces] so impractical a man as I can
supply.” The Hungarian Dances were an instant hit, becoming the most
lucrative publications of his career. Brahms orchestrated only three of the
twenty-one dances—Nos. 1, 3, 10—but many other arrangers soon
jumped in, creating versions for all sorts of combinations.
I am not the only one here tonight who was introduced to these irresistible
showpieces by Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops, who performed them
in orchestrations by Martin Schmeling. Fiedler programmed some of the
Hungarian Dances with the Boston Pops as early as 1929, and recorded
both Nos. 5 and 6 in June of 1950 in Symphony Hall for release on 78
RPM records. He recorded No. 6 again in 1960, and released it in “Living
Stereo” on the LP, “More Classical Music for People Who Hate
Classical Music.”

Suddenly, Florence Price is everywhere. It isn’t just that a talented black
female composer has been rediscovered, it’s that the more people hear of
her music, the more they want to hear. Price’s spirituals settings have
always been popular, but today there is great interest in her entire output.
In the past few years, recordings have been issued of her songs, piano
works, two of her four symphonies, two violin concertos, and her piano
concerto, in a reconstructed orchestration by the composer Trevor
Weston. Weston composed Griot Legacies for the Landmarks Orchestra
and the New England Spiritual Ensemble in 2014.
Born in Little Rock, Price came to Boston at the age of 15 to study at the
New England Conservatory of Music. Her mother urged her to list her city
of birth as Puebla, Mexico, believing it might mitigate racial prejudice. At
NEC, she was a standout student, becoming one of the few private pupils
of the school’s president, George Whitefield Chadwick. Following
graduation, she returned to Little Rock, married, and eventually settled in
Chicago. She and her husband divorced in 1931, leaving Price to raise
her two daughters on her own. In Chicago, she formed a deep friendship
with the composer and pianist Margaret Bonds. It was through Bonds that
Price became acquainted with Langston Hughes and other leading
African-American intellectuals and artists. The Landmarks Orchestra
performed three of Bonds’ spirituals arrangements on its Deep River
concert on August 1.
Florence Price’s Symphony No. 1 is in E minor, the same key as Amy
Beach’s First Symphony, ‘Gaelic,’ performed by Channing Yu and the
Mercury Orchestra on this series two weeks ago. Is it a coincidence that
the two symphonies are in the same key? Beach’s symphony—which
predates Price’s by thirty-six years—has enjoyed a certain amount of
fame ever since it was premiered, especially because that first
performance was given by the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Price’s First
Symphony was introduced by no less an institution: the Chicago
Symphony, under the direction of Frederick Stock. The year was 1933,
and it marked the first time that a major American orchestra had
performed a symphony—perhaps any music at all—by a black woman.
What is certain is that both women paid tribute in their inaugural
symphonies to Antonín Dvořák, composer of the ‘New World’
Symphony, also in E minor. In an interview given to the New York Herald
on May 21, 1893, Dvořák had said:
“In the Negro melodies of America, I discover all that is needed for a
great and noble school of music. They are pathetic, tender,
passionate, melancholy, solemn, religious, bold, merry, gay or what
you will. It is music that suits itself to any mood or purpose. There is

nothing in the whole range of composition that cannot be supplied with
themes from this source."
In 1938, Price wrote an essay making similar claims, citing specifically the
spirituals:
“We are waking up to the fact, pregnant with possibilities, that we
already have a folk music in the Negro spirituals—music which is
potent, poignant, compelling. It is simple heart music, and therefore
powerful.”
Price followed Dvořák’s lead in eschewing direct quotation of folk songs,
instead imbuing her music with their rhythms and character. Like Dvořák
and Beach, she worked within a traditional European four-movement
symphonic structure. Tonight, we perform the final two movements of
Symphony No. 1: Juba Dance and Finale. The European model dictated
that one of the two middle movements should be in a dance form. For
Haydn, that usually meant a minuet. For a composer like Dvořák—who
preferred to draw from Czech folk traditions—it often meant a Furiant. It
was the Juba dance that filled that role for Florence Price. The Juba
dance was part of her musical upbringing in the South. It features
stomping feet and body percussion of all sorts. In its active footwork and
strong syncopations, the Juba dance is a clear precursor to Africanderived forms of American dance, including tap dance, jazz, and hip-hop.
The Finale of Price’s symphony is a perpetual-motion showstopper,
echoing folk dance-inspired finales of composers before her. Both
Mendelssohn and Rimsky-Korsakov had used the tarantella, for instance,
to create exciting symphonic finishes: Mendelssohn in his ‘Italian’
symphony and Rimsky-Korsakov in Sheherazade. After the strings
introduce the up-tempo main theme, clarinets, and then a horn, sing a
contrasting tune, accompanied by plucked strings in imitation of a banjo.
Trumpet, flute, and oboe offer their own versions of the lyrical theme.
Soon the quick dance tune returns, and is run through ever-more virtuosic
variations until its quicksilver athleticism becomes all that matters, in a
‘Flight of the Bumblebee’ sort of way.
Manuel de Falla was Andalusian by birth, and by temperament. Almost
all his early works draw on folk elements derived from various regions of
Spain, but his primary focus was his native Andalusia. Falla was part of a
decades-long movement of creating distinctly Spanish work in the lineage
of Isaac Albéniz (Ibéria), Francisco Tárrega (Recuerdos de la Alhambra),
and Enrique Granados (Goyescas). But Falla was the only composer of
this group to excel in orchestration, a skill he absorbed during the seven
years he lived in Paris, where he befriended such composers as Claude

Debussy, Maurice Ravel, and Igor Stravinsky.
The relationship of Falla’s music to the culture of the Roma—the preferred
name of a people often referred to as ‘Gypsy’ (Spanish: ‘Gitano’)—is
complicated. The role of Roma culture in Spain is itself complicated, and
fraught with misunderstanding and prejudice. Falla knew Roma
performers from his youngest days. As with Roma performers in Hungary,
the music and dance they performed in Andalusia was adapted from local
styles. “It was not originally theirs, but was nonetheless their creation,”
writes Angus Fraser (The Gypsies). The ongoing legacy of Roma music
and dance in Spain is flamenco, with, at its core, an expressive technique
known as cante jondo (‘deep song’). The term holds within it the mysteries
of duende, an untranslatable word related to the passion and deep
suffering of a people. According to Fraser, Falla described cante jondo as
“compounded with Byzantine liturgical, Arab, and Gypsy elements… Its
motifs, couched in laconic defiance and compressed ambiguity, were love,
loyalty, pride, jealousy, revenge, freedom, persecution, sorrow, death.”
Federico García Lorca once characterized cante jondo as “the sound of
gushing blood.”
In an interview before the premiere of El amor brujo, Falla said, “The
work is eminently Gitano… I have tried to live it as a Gitano, to feel it
honestly, and I have not made use of any elements other than those that I
have believed to express the soul of the race.” Falla often said that he
wished to go to the core of folk expression, to distill its essence into the
purest possible form, free of anything alien or inauthentic. In El amor
brujo, he created music that is both spare and emotionally charged. It is
remarkable for its economy and for its expressive force.
In 1914, the well-known flamenco artist Pastora Imperio invited Falla to
collaborate with the poet Gregorio Sierra to create a set of songs based
on traditional Roma stories. The two became so enthralled with the idea
that they decided to expand their co-creation into a zarzuela, a uniquely
Spanish form of theater incorporating song, dance, and spoken word. The
playwright Gregorio Martínez Sierra devised the scenario, of which he
wrote the following description: “The beautiful gypsy girl Candelas loves
the young Carmelo. But each time that she wants to throw herself into his
arms, she sees the menacing specter of a man she once loved who
continues to torment her after his death. However, a devoted friend, Lucia,
agrees to turn the attention of the specter upon herself, thus freeing
Candelas from this posthumous influence. Candelas joins the young
Carmelo and disappears with him.”
Falla’s original version of El amor brujo was scored for a chamber
ensemble of fifteen players. Over the course of a decade—following the

premiere of the first version in 1915—he continually revised the work.
Eventually, he created no fewer than nine different versions, including a
ballet for expanded orchestra that premiered in Paris in 1925. This is the
version that is best known today, and the one that we perform tonight. We
are thrilled to welcome mezzo-soprano Ann McMahon Quintero in a
return engagement. Ann first performed with the Landmarks Orchestra
last summer in the Verdi Requiem.
Flamenco dancer Yosi Karahashi made her debut with the Landmarks
Orchestra as part of last season’s finale, dancing to music from Leonard
Bernstein’s Candide. While a student in her native Japan, Yosi chose to
travel to Spain to learn the art of flamenco. She ended up staying there for
sixteen years, studying at the legendary flamenco school, Amor de Dios in
Madrid. She now makes her home in Boston. “Having the opportunity to
choreograph and perform in El amor brujo with Christopher Wilkins and
the Boston Landmarks Orchestra is a dream come true as a dancer,
choreographer and dress designer,” she writes. “No other composer has
shown the essence of Spain so perfectly: so full of energy and passion. In
working on El amor brujo, I have had to draw intensely from all my
experience, creating a kind of mirror that reflects myself, my training, and
my background. It has been my special pleasure to design the costumes
for this performance as well.”
Introduction and Scene
The Introduction of El amor brujo is modeled on the Spanish paso doble
(‘double step’), a type of music well known from the traditional opening of
a bullfight. A trumpet blares out a portentous fanfare as strings and piano
imitate the powerful flourishes of guitars.
In the Cave—Night
In a seaside cave in Cádiz, Candelas sits with an old Roma woman.
Candelas believes that the sounds of the ocean portend ill, but her
venerable companion assures her that the sea says nothing.
Song of a Broken Heart
¡Ay! Yo no sé qué siento,
Ni sé qué me pasa
Cuando éste mardito gitano
me farta.
Candela que ardes,
¡Más arde el infierno que toita
mi sangre abrasá de celos!

Ay! I don't know what I feel,
I don't know what happens to me
When this accursed gypsy's
away.
Candelas, you are burning,
Only Hell's fire burns hotter
Than my blood searing with
jealousy!

¡Ay! ¿Cuando el rio suena,
qué querrá decir? ¡Ay!
¡Por querer a otra se orvía de
mí! ¡Ay!
Cuando el fuego abrasa,
Cuando el rio suena
Si el agua no mata el fuego,
¡A mí el penar me condena!
¡A mí el querer me envenena!
¡A mí me matan las penas!
¡Ay! ¡Ay!

Ay! When there are rumors,
what could they mean? Ay!
For the love of another, he forgets
me! Ay!
When the fire burns,
When there are rumors
If water cannot kill the fire,
Suffering condemns me!
Love poisons me!
Sorrow kills me!
Ay! Ay!

The Apparition
Candelas senses the presence of the ghost of her former lover, a specter
that has been intruding in her encounters with a new lover, Carmelo.
Dance of Terror
Candelas dances with her tormentor.
The Magic Circle
The ghost vanishes. Candelas goes to the cave of a witch, who relates to
her “The Tale of the Fisherman.” It is a story of innocence, of first love.
At Midnight—The Spells
A clock in the village strikes midnight.
Ritual Fire Dance
Candelas performs a dance of exorcism to drive away her phantom lover.
Scene
An oboe imitates a flamenco singer. The strings issue a warning, recalling
the music of the introduction. A flute quotes the music of the old lady in
the cave.
Song of the Will-o’-the-Wisp
Lo mismo que er fuego fatuo,
Lo mismito es er queré.
Lo mismo que er fuego fatuo,
Lo mismito es er queré.
Le juyes y te persigue,
Le yamas y echa a corré.
Lo mismo que er fuego fatuo,
Lo mismito es er queré.

Like the will-o'-the-wisp,
The very same is to love.
Like the will-o'-the-wisp,
The very same is to love.
You run from it, and it follows you,
You call it, and it runs away.
Like the will-o'-the-wisp,
The very same is to love.

Malhaya los ojos negros
Que le alcanzaron a ver!
¡Malhaya los ojos negros
Que le alcanzaron a ver!
¡Malhaya er corázon triste
Que en su llama quiso ardé!
Lo mismo que er fuego fatuo
Se desvanece er queré.

Accursed the dark eyes
That succeeded in seeing him!
Accursed the dark eyes
That succeeded in seeing him!
Accursed the saddened heart
That wanted to burn in his flame!
Like the will-o'-the-wisp
Love vanishes the same.

Pantomime
The trumpet fanfare of the Introduction returns. Candelas’s new lover,
Carmelo, has an idea. He will create a decoy in order to distract the ghost.
He invites Lucia, friend of Candelas, to dance with them both.
Dance of the Game of Love
Tu eres aquel mal Gitano
Que una gitana quería;
¡El queré que ella te daba,
Tu no te lo merecías!
¡Quién lo había de decí
Que con otra la vendías!
¡Soy la voz de tu destino!
¡Soy er fuego en que te abrasas!
¡Soy er viento en que suspiras!
¡Soy la mar en que naufragas!
¡Soy la mar en que naufragas!

You are the evil gypsy
That a gypsy girl loved;
The love that she gave you,
You did not deserve!
Who could have thought
That with another you would
betray her!
I'm the voice of your destiny!
I'm the fire in which you burn!
I'm the wind in which you sigh!
I'm the sea in which you drown!
I'm the sea in which you drown!

Finale—Bells of Dawn
The specter reappears, but this time his eye falls on the lovely Lucia.
Carmelo declares himself to Candelas. As church bells signal the dawn,
they exchange a kiss of perfect love.
¡Ya está despuntando el día!
¡Cantad, campanas, cantad!
¡Que vuelve la gloria mía!

Dawn is breaking!
Sing, bells, sing!
That my glory is returned!

Following intermission, we premiere a work that is the result of an exciting
process of teamwork. The much-admired composer and teacher Devin
Ferreira, advisor and friend to the Landmarks Orchestra, writes, “Jake
Gunnar Walsh and I wrote Full Circle for the Boston Landmarks
Orchestra with participation from the youth of Camp Harbor View. The
orchestral writing was generated from recordings of my original hip-hop
music, which was then transcribed, arranged, and orchestrated by Jake in
three separate movements. Our goal was to express the style and sounds

of hip-hop using the instruments of the symphony orchestra. Recordings
of my beatboxing are transformed from vocal sounds to orchestral
percussion, plucked pizzicato strings, and low brass. Some of my tracks
featuring expansive chords on the synthesizer are now played by the full
string section. Colorful bursts from the woodwinds and mallet percussion
assume the role of high frequency electronic components of hip-hop
music. The orchestral brass act as both a powerful horn section and as
the hardcore bass drop that characterizes so much hip-hop music. At a
glance, hip-hop and classical music might seem to have little in
common—and yet, in our compositional process, we found many more
similarities between the two styles than meets the eye and ear.”
Another longtime collaborator of the Landmarks Orchestra—and with
Devin Ferreira—is the composer, drummer, teacher, and all-around
creative force, Ryan Edwards. Ryan has been an enthusiastic
collaborator with the Landmarks Orchestra for many years, especially in
recent partnerships with Camp Harbor View. He describes another
important aspect of tonight’s presentation: “Our performance features
projected mapping video and visual animation created by Boston’s
own MASARY Studios. MASARY members Sam Okerstrom-Lang and
Ryan Edwards, along with Jeremy Stewart, travelled to Camp Harbor
View to capture video content reflecting the vibrancy of the camp’s island
setting. Out of that content, and with generous support for Boston
Landmarks Orchestra from the National Endowment for the Arts, they
have created original work to project onto the iconic Hatch Shell.
Additional 3D animations were created by Samo and Philip Gedarovich
specifically to work with the Hatch Shell’s architecture, adding a magical
spectacle to dance with the music and form. MASARY is a Boston-based
creative team specializing in artworks that span light, sound, performance
and interactivity.” To learn more about MASARY Studios,
visit www.masarystudios.com
Ashleigh Gordon and Anthony R. Green, Co-Founders/Directors of
Castle of our Skins, explain the origins of the next work, Choucoune:
“As neighborhood artists through the Celebrity Series of Boston, we have
collaborated with a host of youth organizations celebrating folk songs from
the African diaspora. In 2018, we teamed up with the Conservatory Lab
Charter School for the Series’ annual Dorchester String Fest, offering our
strings-only mix of traditional folk songs. Tonight, you’ll hear Choucoune,
a traditional Haitian song of unrequited love with original lyrics by the
Haitian poet laureate Oswald Durand that we arranged and performed for
that event. Set to music in 1893 by Haitian-American composer Michel
Mauleart Monton, this slow love song has gone through a dramatic
transformation since its first performance that year in Port-au-Prince.

Known more commonly as the lively calypso “Yellow Bird,” it was
adapted—with unrelated English lyrics—by the American lyricist duo Alan
and Marilyn Bergman and arranger/choral director Norman Luboff. Later
recorded by such artists as Chris Isaak, Lawrence Welk, and Harry
Belafonte, their adapted version grew in popularity, becoming a hit in
Jamaica and throughout the Caribbean. Wanting to pay tribute to the
song’s roots, this arrangement by Castle of our Skins Composer-inResidence Anthony R. Green displays a slower nostalgic side as
expressed in the original Haitian poem and song.”
Our performance of Choucoune has come about through a four-way
partnership. We are joined onstage by young members of the Dudamel
Orchestra of the Conservatory Lab Charter School. CLCS represents
the longest-running performing partnership in our history. In addition, a
quartet of professional musicians from Castle of our Skins has helped
coach their younger colleagues, and they join us on stage as well. Finally,
it is an honor to host the professional dancers of JAE, Jean Appolon
Expressions. We have looked forward to partnering with Jean and his
company for several years. It is a deep pleasure to know that our plans
are finally coming to fruition tonight
Papa Loko is a traditional Haitian folk song. It was chosen by Jean
Appolon as a moving and authentic tribute to traditional Haitian culture,
choreographing the work especially for this performance. Tonight, we give
the world premiere of a new orchestration of Papa Loko by a longtime
Landmarks collaborator, the composer Gonzalo Grau. Gonzalo’s
arrangement is inspired by a version recorded by Haitian singer Toto
Bissainthe. In Vodou culture, Papa Loko is a presiding spirit, overseeing
ceremonies, rituals, and magic.
The brilliant young professional dancers of Boston Ballet II, in
choreography created by Associate Director, Peter Stark, perform to
another Arthur Fiedler favorite, Amilcare Ponchielli’s Dance of the
Hours from La Gioconda. It’s one of those pieces everyone knows, even
if most people have no idea how they know it. Like Mussorgsky’s Night on
Bald Mountain—performed here last week—the Dance of the Hours was
featured in the 1940 Disney film Fantasia. There it featured dancing
gators and hippos in tutus. The work was also an unlikely star vehicle for
comedian Allan Sherman, whose “Hello Muddah, Hello Fadduh,”
climbed all the way to #2 on the Billboard Top 100 chart in the summer of
1963. Sherman sang the first tune of the ballet to original lyrics that
imagine a boy writing home to lodge various complaints about life at a
summer camp. Go figguh.

Peter Stark writes,
“Maestro Wilkins and I worked together a decade ago in Orlando, FL
where I was Orlando Ballet School director and Chris was conductor of
the Orlando Philharmonic. Together we presented Amilcare Ponchielli’s
Dance of the Hours, choreographed by the late Richard Cook, a faculty
member at The Juilliard School. Cook created the ballet for Jonathan
Stafford, then a 15-year-old Juilliard student. Stafford went on to a
professional career with New York City Ballet, and was recently appointed
artistic director there. It is a thrill to bring this classical ballet to Boston
with the emerging dancers of Boston Ballet II.”
The spiritual contagion Lisztomania was a widely-diagnosed affliction
reported throughout Europe in the 1840’s. Anyone exposed to live
performances by pianist Franz Liszt was susceptible, though females
were the far more vulnerable sex. “A veritable insanity,” was how Heinrich
Heine described it, “one unheard of in the annals of furore!” Certain traits
in Liszt’s personal profile were cited more than others as contributing
factors. These included his handsome physique; animal magnetism;
aphrodisiacal charisma; virtuoso showmanship; and presumed amiable
relations with the devil. His piano playing was also sometimes mentioned.
In addition to the extraordinary fame Liszt enjoyed throughout the
European continent, he was considered a national hero in his native
Hungary—this despite the fact that he hardly ever lived there and spoke
German as his first language. Occasionally he gave recitals attired in
traditional Hungarian folk dress, a spectacle that was part patriotism, part
stagecraft, and part publicity stunt. But it earned him the undying affection
of many independence-minded Hungarians during the runup to the
Revolution of 1848, an event already mentioned in connection with
Brahms.
As a composer, Liszt was deeply drawn to Hungarian folk music and to
the csárdás. The csárdás evolved from the eighteenth-century genre of
verbunkos, performed as a recruiting dance by members of the Hungarian
military. Its intent was to create an alluring picture of life in the Hungarian
military by showing off the physical prowess of the performers. The setting
was usually a tavern, or any locale with an atmosphere of good-natured
fellowship. A standard csárdás is made up of multiple sections, with
constant variations of tempo between them. The pace invariably picks up
toward the end, culminating in a rousing finish.
Most of the nineteen Hungarian Rhapsodies Liszt composed for solo
piano are built on the structure of the csárdás. Hungarian Rhapsody No.
2 is among the most recognizable works in the literature. Arthur Fiedler

recorded it in 1960 with the Boston Pops, on an LP called The Music of
Franz Liszt. But the work is also well known as the soundtrack to the
1947 Oscar-winning animated short, “The Cat Concerto,” directed by
Hanna and Barbera. In case you’re wondering, this Tom and Jerry classic
is the best cat video ever. And it was made before there were cat videos.
It is hilarious and musically shrewd, and worth seven minutes of your day.
Though be warned, you may end up watching it more than once.
In Karl Müller-Berghaus’s popular orchestration, the key of the
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 is shifted down a half step, from C# minor to C
minor. The new key is far more flattering to the string section, as you can
hear in the ringing of all the low open G strings about twenty seconds into
the work. After a dramatic Introduction, the first main section, called
Lassan (“slow” in Hungarian), offers a resplendent image of masculine
allure. This is the essence of verbunkos, and an expressive mode that
was second nature to Liszt. Phrases are open-ended, allowing for showy
displays of virtuosity. There is a short cadenza—a quasi-improvised solo
phrase—for the cello section at the end of the first long phrase. And then
three additional cadenzas highlight the solo clarinet, a choice of
instrument that suggests the tárogató, a traditional Hungarian folk
instrument. The solo oboe begins the quicker Friska (“fresh” in
Hungarian). The pace is restrained, but the simple rhythm invites
elaboration and acceleration, creating the “you-can-hear-it-coming” effect
so essential to the csárdás. Soon the dance develops into a rollick for full
orchestra, as even the trombones demonstrate their prowess as highkicking Hussars. The tempo slackens for a moment toward the finish, only
to mount a final assault in the coda. The speed pushes the endurance of
the performers near to the breaking point, or possibly beyond. Liszt
provides a series of six chords—three slow, three fast—for the full
company bow.
The Hatch Shell is associated in the memories of many Bostonians with
Arthur Fiedler, whose giant bust stares out at the Hatch Shell just a few
steps away. Maestro Fiedler started the tradition of free orchestral
concerts on the Esplanade in 1929, when he conducted an ensemble
made up of members of the Boston Symphony, dubbed the Boston
Sinfonietta. We conclude our 2019 season with two of Maestro Fiedler’s
favorites. In his very first season at this venue—on August 3, 1929—he
closed his program with a performance of the Dance of the Hours. And
what is that familiar catchy music that we perform tonight as an encore? If
you’ve made it this far in the Podium Note, you have earned a right to
know: Leroy Anderson’s Fiddle Faddle.
Christopher Wilkins
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